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StockerCrew distributes all
manner of machinery for

Noremat Professional Reach (Boom) Mowers

Vegetation and Grass

Noremat Internationally supports an exclusive network of importers chosen for their professionalism,
loyalty to the product and firstrate level of service. StockerCrew is proud to be Noremat's representative
for Australia.

Maintenance, Tool Carrier
Tractors, Front PTO & 3 Point
Lifters for Agricultural Tractors,
Switching cooling fans and other
accessories / implements.
StockerCrew's primary regard
is quality; an element essential
to the long term success of our
competitive position, reputation
and customer satisfaction.

StockerCrew have been displaying and demonstrating the Noremat products for over 2 years and have
received great support and interest from professional users and Government departments Australia wide.
Noremat reach mowers are now being used in Tasmania, Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland, South
Australia and Western Australia.
StockerCrew has achieved this great sales success through providing a superior product (Noremat),
excellent sales support, personal service and in most cases same day parts backup.
Noremat's unique patented Visiobra concept gives perfect vision
for the operator with the road and the mowing head in the same
field of vision; the telescopic section giving perfect control when
the mower head extension needs adjustment.
If you are in the market for a Professional Reach (Boom) Mower
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then do yourself a favour and at least take the time to look at
the strength, power, safety features and ease of operation differences between Noremat and the others
on the market. Why replace your existing professional reach mower with a new model of the same, with
the same old problems.

Noremat Optima Range
Noremat's Optima is the first range of reach (boom) mowers
within the 5 to 6m range to adopt 100% heavy duty construction
from the main frame to the arms. The range is designed for
reliability, using the most innovative technology such as the
Visiobra concept, and has the flexibility required to ensure
effective, top quality mowing and verge maintenance.

Noremat Magistra Range
The new generation Magistra is designed to perform even the most intensive verge maintenance work.
Articulation technology for the Magistra range is based on that found in heavier construction and
industrial applications to ensure safe operation in all conditions. There is a wide range of reaches from

5.50m to 8.30m, a wide range of configurations; offset arm, Visiobra or telescopic arm to ensure that
there is a model ideally suited to each application. Robust and efficient, the Magistra range provides
multipurpose equipment for professional users.
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